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Forces between polymer brushes: Monte Carlo simulation of a continuous-space model
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%e present results of numerical simulations of a three-dimensional of-lattice model for polymer
brushes end grafted to parallel planar surfaces, for several values of the surface coverage and the chain
length. Besides computing the density profiles, we determine the force between the brushes, using an ex-

tension of a method originally devised for lattice systems. The results are compared with predictions of
self-consistent field theory.

PACS number(s): 36.20.—r, 82.70.—y, 87.15.—v, 81.60.Jw

I. IN raODUCTION

In recent years considerable efFort has been devoted to
understanding how interactions between surfaces may be
modified by terminally attaching polymer chains, via
chemical bonding or adsorption [1]. This method has
been used, for example, to stabilize colloidal suspensions
by end grafting polymer chains onto the surface of the
colloidal particles [2,3]. For surface coverages large
enough to cause overlap of the chains, the end grafted
chains adopt configurations rather difFerent from the ones
they have in solution, forming so-called polymer brushes

[4]. The effective repulsion between two polymer brushes
provides the force required to overcome van der Waals
attractive forces between the particles and thus stabiliza-
tion is achieved. The detailed structure of polymer
brushes as well as the interactions between them have
been the subject of recent experimental work [5-7],
theoretical studies [8-11],and extensive computer simu-
lations [12—19].

Among the theoretical approaches, the self-consistent-
field (SCF) theory of Milner, Witten, and Cates [11]
(MWC) has been quite successful in describing brushes.
The parabolic density profile predicted by this theory has
been confirmed in recent experiments and computer
simulations. This theory also yields an expression for the
force between two brushes, which has been con6rmed
qualitatively in molecular dynamics simulations and in
Monte Carlo simulations of the fiuctuating bond lattice
model.

While most of the pertinent theories treat continuous-
space models, Monte Carlo simulations of polymer
brushes have mainly dealt with -lattice models. Recently,
however, Monte Carlo methods were applied to the struc-
ture and interactions of brushes in a freely jointed
Lennard-Jones chain model [20,21] and to the
configurationa properties of a discretized Edwards's
Hamiltonian [22]. The present work represents a further
contribution to the study of more realistic, continuous-
space models for polymer brushes [23—26]. We employ
the freely jointed tangent hard-sphere model (or "pearl-

necklace" model) for the chains [27]. The volumetric and
configurational properties of this model are arguably the
best understood of any off-lattice polymer model. This
feature, together with computational simplicity, makes
the pearl-necklace model a natural choice for the study of
brushes. In this paper we present results of extensive
computer simulations. We consider a pair of brushes in
contact with one another, as well as a single brush
compressed by a planar surface. In the former case, and
in order to compute the pressure between brushes, the
MWC theory assumes that there is no interpenetration
between the chains. We observe, however, that some in-
terpenetration does occur. We also compute the force
needed for compressing the brush, using an extension of
methods originally devised for lattice simulations [28,18].
We compare the results of the force measurements with
the predictions of MWC.

The model and the simulation method are described in
Sec. II. Section III presents the numerical results and
their comparison with theoretical predictions. Section IV
outlines the main conclusions.

II. MODEL AND SIMULATION METHOD

In order to compute the properties of interacting poly-
mer brushes, we performed simulations of a three-
dimensional off-lattice system, using the pearl-necklace
model of flexible, linear polymer chains. In this model
each monomer is represented by a hard sphere of diame-
ter a =1. A chain consists of N monomers connected by
rigid rods of length 1.1a between the sphere centers.
Only excluded volume interactions are included, and so
the model is athermal, i.e., all allowed configurations con-
tribute equally in the partition function. The chains are
enclosed within a box of dimensions L„XLy XL„with
L„=LY=L =40 and L, =H varying from H = 10 to 120.
The walls are impenetrable. The chains are grafted to
one or both of the planes perpendicular to the z direction.
Grafting is enforced by fixing the first monomer of each
chain at a random position on either the z=0 or the
z =H plane, with the sphere center a distance of 0.5 from
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the grafting plane. The surface coverage (number of
grafted chains per unit area) is o =N, /1. , N, being the
number of chains grafted to a wall. In the two-brush case
only symmetric brushes —the same number of polymers
on each plate —were studied. We considered several
values of the surface coverage: o.=0.04, 0.08, and 0.12
(corresponding, respectively, to 64, 128, and 192 chains
per brush) and two chain lengths N =50 and 100.

We sample the equilibrium probability distribution by
generating a series of random monomer movements: end-
or internal-bead jumps through a randomly chosen rota-
tion angle. (The grafted monomers do not move. ) A
monomer displacement is accepted if the new position
lies within the box and does not overlap any of the other
monomers. We measure time in units of Monte Carlo
steps per monomer (MCM). The initial configuration is
equilibrated for at least 100000 MCM for N=100 and
50000 MCM for N =50. After this, the system is con-
sidered relaxed and the quantities of interest are averaged
during a large number of configurations (typically more
than 50000 measurements). Successive measurements
are taken at intervals of 10 MCM. Table I contains a
summary of our runs.

When feasible, we started the simulation in an
overlap-free, random configuration. But in systems with
long chains, small separations between brushes, and/or
high coverages, it was difBcult to generate a nonoverlap-
ping initial con5guration. In such cases we found it use-
ful to place the chains initially as self-avoiding random
walks (no overlap between monomers on the same chain),
but with the prohibition against interchain overlap re-
laxed. In the first stage of equilibration, only movements
that produce no new overlaps are accepted. Eventually
all overlaps are eliminated, providing a valid initial

con5guration, which is permitted to relax in the usual
manner. We found this procedure more efiicient than at-
tempting to generate a random initial con5guration satis-
fying all the excluded volume conditions from the begin-
ning.

To compute the force in our simulations we employed
an extension of a technique developed for lattice systems
[28,18]. In this method one computes the change in free
energy due to an infinitesimal compression hH. The
pressure (in units of ks T) is given by

I'I'=
ksT

BI'
& z BlnZ

BV , '
BH

'

(2)

Z being the partition function of the system.
Consider a system with two brushes A and B grafted to

the z =0 and H planes, respectively. (We refer to a chain
grafted on the A plane as an A chain, comprised of A
monomers, and similarly for the B plane. ) Suppose there
are N„A monomers and Nz 8 monomers. (In our simu-
lations N„=N~ =N .) If Q~ denotes the set of allowed
configurations for a system with plate separation H, then
the partition function Z(H) is the volume p[Qzz] of this
set. Now let Qg az CQz be the configurations which are
still allowed when the distance between the walls is re-
duced to H b,H via —a rigid translation of the brushes,
i.e., all the monomers of the, say, A brush are rigidly
translated towards the 8 brush. Similarly, let
+H —hH, hH C QH hH be the con5gurations in QH —hH
which can be expanded to a distance H without overlap.
Since these subsets are in one-to-one correspondence,
p[Q~~~]=p[QH z~~H]. The probability that such a
compression can be done is

P[QH, sH ]'
H, hH Z (H)

Run P

TABLE I. Summary of simulation parameters and measured
pressures (the numbers in parentheses are the errors afFeeting
the last two digits).

and similarly for the expansion probability

E P[QHsa]
Z(H)

(3)

1

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50
50

100
100
100
100
100
100

0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.08
0.08
0.08
0.12
0.04
0.04
0.08
0.08
0.12
0.12
0.04
0.08
0.12
0.04
0.04
0.08

100
40
30
20
10

100
40
20

100
20
10
20
10
20
10

100
100
120
20
10
20

0.0
0.002 90(58)
0.014 6(20)
0.058 7(34)
0.353(12)
0.0
0.419(14)
0.034 6(20)
0.0
0.005 90(70)
0.078 3(40)
0.041 8{14)
0.503(10)
0.1490{25)
1.94(25)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.059 0(75 )

0.503( 11)
wax( 16)

from one which deduces

Z (H ~) pa, sH
C

Z(H) p~ ~H a
The expansion and compression probabilities are readily
evaluated from two-body correlation functions. De6ne
g;.(r, 8) such that g; (r, 8)drd8 is the probability of
finding the ith A monomer and the jth 8 monomer at a
distance interval (r, r+dr) and angle interval (8,8+d8),
with 8 reckoned with respect to the —z direction. Parti-
cles i and j overla upon compression if
r +(b,H) 2rb,Hcos8(a (see Fi—g. 1). In the limit
hH ~0, the overlap condition becomes r &a+ EH cos8.

The probability p (i,j ) that the ith A monomer and
the jth j do not allow compression, i.e., that
r,"~ a+EH cos8, is

(&)

=AH I g,, (a, 8)cos8d8 (6)
0
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FIG. 1. Schematic of a particle displacement in a virtual

compression.

to leading order as b,H ~0. In this limit, the probability
that the separation between the walls can be reduced by
hH is the product over all A-8 pairs of the probability
that a particular pair allows compression:

N~ N~

=II II ~I —P'{»)~ (7)
i =1 j=1

Using Eq. (6) one can expand the logarithm of the right-
hand side to order ~ and write

N~ N~

)n(pg~~)= sH f x x—
g,,(a, 8)cos()d() . (8)

i=1 j=1

8 lnZ (H) l.
—1

1
Z(H hH)—

BH sa 0 lLH Z (H)
(12)

one gets the following final expression for the reduced
pressure:

P=P(r=a),
where we have defined the function

P(r)=L J Gzs(r, B)cosBdB .
0

(14)

In the simulation, the above integral is approximated by
the sum

Finally, de5ning

N~ N~

G„s(r,B)= g g g;.{r,B),
i=1 j=1

one obtains

ln(PHc z&)= bH—J Gzs(a, B)cosBd8 . (10)
0

G„s(r,B)dr dB represents the average number of A-B
pairs with separation in the interval (r, r+dr) and angle
in the interval (8,8+dB).

In the same way, one obtains the probability of expan-
sion

m'/2

ln(PIr err z~)= hH —G„s{a,B)cosBdB . (11)

By using the relation

cos8ij
L

—2 A

P(r)=
~rNmeas i = 1 j B particles such that r ~ r &r+/Sr. .

V

(15)

where 8; is the angle between r —r, and the —z direc-
tion, and N, is the number of measurements. The bin
size her is typically 0.01. Once the function P{r)has been
computed, a simple straight line St for small values of r
allows a smooth extrapolation towards r =a.

The derivation for the single brush case follows essen-
tially the same lines, the main difference being that the
probability of extension is always 1. The resulting ex-
pression is

8N co

for z ~ h ' and P(x) =0 for z )h ', where the height is
' 1/3

h'=N

brush or wall), which provides us with the excluded
volume parameter co needed for comparison with MWC
theory. This theory predicts a parabolic density profile

' I/3

P(z)=
32co

(18)

P =L G(r =a/2),
where

(16)

The density profile may be cast in the simple scaling form

N
G(r)= g g, (r) (17) $(z) p z

2/3 ~ N 1/3 (20)

and g;{r)dr is the probability that the distance between
monomer i and the wall lies in the interval (r, r +dr).

HI. RESULTS

A. Density proSle

We first analyze the segment density profile of a "free"
brush (i.e., a brush unperturbed by contact with another

where the scaling function F~ (x) depends only on the pa-
rameter m, not on surface coverage or chain length.

In Fig. 2 we have plotted the density profiles of un-
compressed brushes (o =0.04,0.08,0. 12 and N =50, 100)
using the scaled variables of Eq. (20). This Sgure shows
that the scaling description holds well for the surface
coverages and chain lengths considered here. (This
shows that the system is sufBciently large that global
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FIG. 2. Density profiles of free brushes, plotted in the re-
scaled variables of Eq. (20). The symbols are as follows (see
Table I for run numbers): empty diamonds, run 1; empty trian-

gles, run 6; empty squares, run 9; filled diamonds, run 16; filled

triangles, run 17; and filled squares, run 18. The solid line is the
prediction of MWC theory using co= 1.85.

FIG. 3. Density profiles of an A brush (grafted to the z =0
plane), in contact with a similar 8 brush (grafted to the z=H
plane), for surface coverage cr =0.04 and chain length X=50.
The separation is, from top to bottom, H=10,20,30,40, 100.
(H = 100 represents a free brush. )

properties are not significantly perturbed by the walls
perpendicular to the brush. ) Also, beyond the density
maximum, the parabolic profile ofFers a reasonable fit to
the data, although the best value for co, obtained from a
least-squares fit, slightly varies from run to run. From
the best-fit values and their dispersion we obtain

a)=1R85+OR15 . (21)

In Fig. 2 the solid line represents the function F~ (x) tak-
ing the above value of r0. We note that the agreement be-
tween the theoretical prediction and the numerical results
is reasonably good for cr =0.04 and 0.08. On the other
hand, the profile for o =0.12 exhibits a plateau near the
grafting surface and deviates considerably from the para-
bolic profile. The fact that, for increasing coverages,
there should be a deviation from the parabolic profile is
predicted by the work of Zhulina, Borisov, and Priam-
itsyn [29] in which higher terms in the virial expansion
for the equation of state are considered. However, we
have not tried a quantitative comparison with the results
of this theory since, for the purpose of this paper, corn-
parison with the simpler theory of MWC sufiices to deter-
mine accurately the excluded volume interaction parame-
ter cu. A more detailed comparison with the results of
Zhulina, Borisov, and Priamitsyn would imply measuring
the chemical potential, which should remain parabolic
even for large coverages. Measuring the chemical poten-
tial would be quite involved though, since one would
have to determine the insertion probability for a mono-
mer of a partially grown chain.

We consider now the case of two brushes (under the
same conditions of surface coverage and chain length) a
distance H apart. When the distance between the plates
H is larger than the single brush maximum length Ii, the
brush profile is unaffected by the presence of the other
brush; for H (II, , the brushes are compressed. Accord-
ing to the MWC theory, the scale over which penetration
does occur is small in the strong-stretching limit and the

parabolic profile is maintained, except that now the pa-
rameter h ' is reduced from the original free brush value.
In the simulation, however, we observe that some inter-
penetration does occur and the quality of the parabolic fit
to the density profile worsens with decreasing d. In Fig.
3 we plot the density profile of one of the brushes (the
other is symmetric with respect to the z =H/2 axis) for
coverage 0 =0.04 and chain length N=50, clearly show-
ing the compression produced on the brush as the separa-
tion is reduced from H =100 (independent brushes) to 10
(strong compression). For this case the equilibrium
height is, according to Eq. (19), h'=22. 4. To show the
interpenetration effect, we have plotted in Fig. 4 the den-
sity profile for each brush and the total density profile in
the case o =0.04, N=50, and separation between plates
H =20. In this case the total monomer concentration is
almost a constant in between the planes.

0.30

0,20—

0. 15 ~
8-

0.10—

0.05—

0.00 I

20

FIG. 4. Density profiles for each brush (continuous lines) in

the case of surface coverage cr =0.04, chain length %=50, and
separation between plates H=20 to show the interpenetration
efFect present at this close distance between plates. The dotted
line is the total monomer concentration.
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B. Force between plates 50

To begin, we summarize the predictions of the MWC
theory for the force between brushes. Although the orig-
inal derivation is for the two-brush problem (n =2), it
can be readily extended to treat a brush in contact with a
wall (n =1). According to this theory, the free energy
per chain P, in arbitrary units, is given by

40

30
b

CL

20

' 1/3

P=N
12

Q
(~~ )2/3

2
1

2Q

u'
10

(22} 10

where u =H/(nh') and h' is the unperturbed brush
height given by Eq. (19). The total free energy is
F=nN, X From this expression for the free energy, the
pressure can be obtained from the thermodynamic rela-
tion

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8
H/nv'"N

1.0

FIG. 5. Scaling plot of the pressure. The triangles corre-
spond to n =1) (one brush), the diamonds to n =2. The solid
line represents Eq. (28) with a prefactor chosen to best fit the
data.

F
V

(23)

For the geometry we are considering, the volume is
V=L H, from which one obtains

' 2/3 '2

P= '(o e))'/ — u ——1
2 12 Q

(24)

In order to stress the scaling properties of this theoretical
prediction we introduce the reduced variables

p+ P
4/3 (25)

and

(26)

in terms of which we may write

P'=F (x), (27)

F (x)= a2

2 2
2

(28)

where

12co02=
' 1/3

(29)

Our results for the pressure are listed in Table I. As
expected, the pressure decreases monotonically with in-
creasing H and is zero when the distance H between the

where F (x} is a universal function which depends only
on the parameter co, not on chain length, number of
brushes, etc. It is given by

plates is greater than twice the single brush height. In or-
der to compare our results with the MWC prediction, we
have plotted in Fig. 5 the data for the pressure in the re-
scaled variables of Eq. (28). The scaling relation is seen
to hold reasonably well for both the single brush and
two-brush cases, although it seems to worsen with de-
creasing H. Note that in Eq. (28) the pressure is given in
arbitrary units, whereas our simulation measures pressure
in units of ks T, so that a comparison between the MWC
prediction simulation involves an arbitrary prefactor.
The solid line in Fig. 5 represents Eq. (28) (with co=1.85
obtained from the density profile fits), multiplied by a
scaling factor 3.1, adjusted via a least-squares fit.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed Monte Carlo simulations of a
three-dimensional of-lattice pearl-necklace model for
polymer brushes, focusing on the density profile and the
interaction between brushes and between a brush and a
wall. We considered surface coverages ranging from
0 =0.04 to 0.12 and chain lengths of N=50 and 100.
Our results support the SCF theory predictions of MWC
in that we obtain a parabolic density profile over most of
the brush. However, the density profile shows a de-
pletion zone near the origin, not predicted by M&C
theory. Direct comparison with the MWC expression al-
lows us to compute the excluded volume interaction pa-
rameter m = 1.85+0. 15. We have also studied the
compression produced when two brushes are brought
into contact. In this case, in contrast to the assumptions
used in the theory to compute the force between the
brushes, some brush interpenetration does occur.

We derived an expression relating the force between
two brushes (or between a brush and a nongrafted plane)
to the value of an orientational correlation function at
contact. Our results for the pressure support the scaling
prediction of MWC. Moreover, an analytical expression
for the scaling function containing only one adjustable
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parameter fits the data for a wide range of surface cover-
ages and chain lengths.
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